
Module 2; Fine Art KS4 Key Knowledge Organiser  

The module will be marked by staff and moderated by the Exam Board. They will use 

the criteria blow to judge you folder and final outcome.   

The descriptors in the assessment grid should be understood as follows:  

 Limited – insufficient knowledge, understanding and skills. Minimal evidence of, 

and lack of structure in the development and recording of ideas.  

 ● Basic – some knowledge, understanding and skills demonstrated but they are 

simplistic and deliberate. Some structure and repetition in the development and 

recording of ideas.  

 ● Emerging Competent - knowledge, understanding and skills are generally ade-

quate but safe  

 ● Competent and Consistent - knowledge, understanding and skills are secure and 

cohesive throughout  

 ● Confident and Assured - knowledge, understanding and skills are effective and 

focused throughout  

 ● Exceptional - knowledge, understanding and skills are in-depth, perceptive and 

accomplished throughout  

Year 10 Examination 

 Portrait/still life  

 

Common Misconceptions  

 I don’t need to do an examination in art? (you will be doing a ten hour examination in June, this will prepare you to not only un-

derstand how long things take, but what you can achieve. It also is added coursework.  

 Does it matter if I don’t do all the preparation sheets.? (The Preparation sheets count for 75% of the final grade– AO1-3. The 

sheets will research your project, give you ideas, make connections, develop a strong composition and test. The media and tech-

niques you plan to use. It will give you confidence and you can take them into the examination) 

The students, following their foundation module have been asked 

to complete a full design module with a choice of either Portraiture 

or the theme of Still Life. They have been given a tracking sheet to 

indicate the stages that will cover the assessment objectives and 

the result will be a visualisation, in ten hours, of a personal outcome 

with a clear contextual link. This will be a practical outcome and can 

either be a traditional image; painting, drawing or print 2D, or a 

combined media outcome including surface relief 3D. The context at 

this point is that the module was started in late January and then 

had to be suspended due to the school closure. The students will be 

restarting the project and having had a Formative assessment, be 

set targets to improve the quality and quantity of the research be-

fore the practical outcome.  



When analysing work, use the Content/Form/Process/Mood model 

Module 2; Fine Art KS4 Key Knowledge Organiser  AO1;  Develop ideas through investigations, demon-

strating critical understanding of sources  



Methods of Recording 

Observational Drawing Drawing from looking at images or objects  

First hand observation Drawing directly from looking at objects in front of you 

Second hand observation Drawing from looking at images of objects 

photos Using a camera or smartphone to record images will count as first 

sketches Basic sketches and doodles can act as a starting point for develop-

Stages of Drawing 

Tonal shade 

Produce a range of tones by varying  
the pressure and layering - consider  
using softer pencils for darker 
shades 

Annotation 

Describes writing notes, using 
images and explaining your 
thoughts to show the 

development of your work  

 
 

Step 1- Describe 

What is this an image of? 

What have you done here? 
What was this stage of the pro-
ject for? 
 
Step 2- Explain 

How was this work made? 

How did you produce 

particular effects?  How did 
you decide on the 

composition? 

Step 3- Reflect 

Why did you use these specific 
methods?  Why do particular 
parts work better than others? 
Why might you do things 

differently next time? 

Basic shapes  

Basic Shape Accurate Shapes Detail Shade 

Cross Hatching         Hatching        Contour Lines 

Stippling                                  Scribble                            Pattern 

AO3;  Record ideas, observations and insights relevant 

to intentions as work progresses  
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Art and Design Knowledge Organiser KS4 

   

AO4;  Present a personal and meaningful response that realises inten-

tions and demonstrates understanding of visual language  
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1 Formal Elements of Art 

Composition Layouts 

Rule of thirds  – Place focal objects  
at 1/3 or 2/3 of the image  

horizontally or vertically.  Not in  

the middle 

Balance elements.  If there  

is an emphasis on one side  

balance it out with smaller  

objects on the other 

Simplify and fill. Enlarge or  

crop the image to fill the space 

Use lines.  Lines will draw the  

viewer in, they don’t have to be  

straight, consider S or C 

2 

A Rough A Visual/ 

Maquette 

Final Piece 

A basic sketch of  
a final idea 

A small image or  
model 

selected  
materials 

An image or  
sculpture pulling  
all preparatory  
work together 

3 

AO4;  Present a personal and meaningful response that realises inten-

tions and demonstrates understanding of visual language  
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Composition  

On your worksheets you can  plan different arrangement and view-

points and should be sketched and annotated. You get higher marks 

if you explore different compositions and then choose the best.  
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Portrait 

Criteria for a strong Portrait outcome.  

The students will have the choice of either a Secondary image (level 1-3) or sourcing a Primary 

image, either by taking their own images (Photography) or by drawing a face from life. Once they 

have a face, they must consider the CONTEXT of the image, Composition and the AESTHETICS. 

The image will then be recreated using a medium of the choice in a Technique of their choice 

that had previously been practice on their worksheets.  

Context; This puts the image into 

a wider situation and meaning, and 

can be; Personal, Political, Technologi-

cal, Environmental or Social. By this we 

mean that the image will be connected 

Context Political and Social  

Self Portrait 1940By Frida Kahlo 
Kahlo's identification with indigenous 
Mexican culture greatly affected her 
painting aesthetic. By using powerful 
iconography from indigenous Mexi-
can culture, Kahlo situates herself in 
a tradition of rebellion against coloni-
al forces and male rule.[5] The dead 

Context Personal and 

social   

Chris Ofili No Woman no 

cry 
 Against a golden background, 
it depicts the portrait of a black 
woman with braided 
hair weeping. Each tear in-
cludes a collaged image 
of Stephen Lawrence, who 
was murdered in 1993 and 
whose mother, Doreen, was 
leading a campaign in 1998 
for an inquiry into the failed 
murder investigation 

Context; Technological 
 Futurists are people whose specialty or 
interest is futurology or the attempt to system-
atically explore predictions and possibilities 
about the future and how they can emerge 
from the present, whether that of human soci-
ety in particular or of life on Earth in general 

Context; Social  
Gwendolen Mary John was a 
Welsh artist who worked in 
France for most of her career. 
Her paintings, mainly portraits of 
anonymous female sitters, are 
rendered in a range of closely 
related tones. Her paintings 
reflect the role of woman and 

Context; Environment  
the image explores is-
sues linked to rising water 
levels and has a surreal 
dream quality of piece 

Aesthetic Analysis  
 Whilst recording and planning your portrait, 
you will ANNOTATE the key features and nar-
ratives of the work. Annotation explores the 
visual qualities of the formal elements such as 
Line, tone, texture ETC and the wider aesthet-
ics about techniques and media and what they 
can do to a portrait.  

Common Misconceptions  

You must use paint? NO; students can use a variety of media and techniques 

depending on their interests.  

The research must be a certain number of worksheets. NO; we give a guide 

and ask you to cover all the assessment objects, but students can add 

additional research. 

The portrait has to be realistic? NO; the technique is up to you, if you want it 

to use more colour, or alter the proportions (surrealism) then you can.  

You must link to just one artist? NO; students often explore different artists for 

inspiration.    

I can only do one Portrait? NO; you can plan to explore kinetic a (movement) 
or do a diptych or triptych. (Two face or three)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-Portrait_with_Thorn_Necklace_and_Hummingbird#cite_note-PanklBlake8-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braided_hair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braided_hair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Lawrence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doreen_Lawrence
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STILL LIFE  

Criteria for a strong Still life outcome.  

The students will have the choice of either a Secondary image (level 1-3) or sourcing a Primary image, ei-

ther by taking their own images (Photography) or by drawing a face from life. Once they have a face, they 

must consider the CONTEXT of the image, Composition and the AESTHETICS. The image will then be recre-

ated using a medium of the choice in a Technique of their choice that had previously been practice on their 

worksheets.  

The students will have to source their own objects for the still life and consid-

eration must be made of the qualities of each object. Key questions you will 

need to ask yourself are?  

What are the visual qualities of this object and do have the skills to draw it? 

(you want objects that are interesting, sometimes old and weathered/worn 

have a stronger aesthetic feel like texture and form)  

What mediums would be good to illustrate this object? (Thinking about the 

medium you want to use, does this object lend itself to that medium/

technique)  

What is the meaning/ symbolism behind the object, does it tell a story or have 

a function? (Objects that are personal often have a narrative to tell and 

makes the composition more meaningful to the artist; Example old boots 

that grandad wore in the garden all his life)  

Do the objects I collect have to have the same theme, or can they be all differ-

ent? (Groups of objects have a connection already, but sometimes creating a 

theme, creates a stronger togetherness and meaning, Example; Garden 

shed; using old tools, pots, old boots, and possible plants) 

Have I got a good range of objects? (to make a more interesting group, variety is 

important to show of all your skills: different sizes, scale, textures, colours, 

new things old things) 

Do these objects link to the objects I have seen in the artists contacts I have 

studied? (if you have studied artists, do you want the themes to be similar, 

for example Cezanne used fruit, do you?)  

The symbolism is still clear, centuries 
later. Vanitas paintings often depict-
ed symbols of mortal wealth, accom-
plishment, and luxurious pleasure; play-
ing cards, tobacco pipes, instruments, 
Chinese porcelain, hefty tomes. And 
they were often featured alongside 
skulls. 

 Thematic 

Here was a subject that 

offered extraordinary 

freedom, a blank slate 

that gave Cézanne the 

opportunity to invent 

meaning unfettered by 

tradition. And Cézanne 

would almost single-

handedly revive the 

subject of still life mak-

ing it an important sub-

ject for Picasso, Ma-

tisse, and others in the 

What are the principles of Cub-
ism? 
Picasso and Braque took the lead 
from Cézanne and pushed these 
tendencies further into a purely ab-
stract art. Abstraction in art refers to 
the use of geometry, form 
and colour to convey meaning as 
opposed to recognizable depictions 
of familiar objects. Cubism empha-
sized geometric form, lines and sim-
plified composition 

 

Common Misconceptions  

You must use paint? NO; students can use a variety of media and tech-

niques depending on their interests.  

The research must be a certain number of worksheets? NO; we give a 

guide and ask you to cover all the assessment objects, but students can 

add additional research. 

The Still life has to be realistic? NO; the technique is up to you, if you 

want it to use more colour, or alter the proportions (surrealism) then you 

can.  

You must link to just one artist? NO; students often explore different 

artists for inspiration.    

You must have a theme in the group? NO; the objects can be mixed 


